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Fusarium Head Blight (FHB) has continued to be an important disease in many wheat and barely
production regions of North America. Critical information regarding factors that influence inoculum
levels, dispersal of the causal fungi, and disease development are being investigated. Currently, weather
variables are being used to predict economic scab risk potential in Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania, South
Dakota and North Dakota. Documented variability in the level of FHB among fields in a specific region
implies that further refinements in forecasting models are necessary and that additional experiments are
needed to clarify the relationships between environment, inoculum and disease intensity. We propose to
initiate a new study to investigate the role of varying crop residue levels on the incidence of FHB as part
of a multi-state cooperative effort with researchers in ND, SD, IN, and PA. In Ohio, field plots will be
established using three levels of corn residue (0%, 15%, 80%) and various planting date and cultivar
matruity combinations to determine if crop residue level influences inoculum abundance and disease
incidence. We will monitor the environmental parameters within the plots as well as determine the
inoculum present in the air and on wheat heads in each residue level treatment. Expected results will
indicate the overall significance of crop residues as a source of inoculum and data from weather and
pathogen monitoring can be used to modify existing FHB risk forecasting models. Our second objective
is to determine the role of rain splash in dissemination of Gibberella zeae inoculum. With initial
funding (summer 2002) we have initiated studies to collect water droplets from rain splash in the field to
determine the quantity of spores being disseminated at various heights in the wheat canopy, we plan to
continue these studies during the 2003 growing season. We will also continue studies using the single
drop generator to impact drops of various sizes onto different sources of inoculum (corn stalk, corn
grain, and wheat gains) and a phase droppler particle analyzer to measure the velocity and diameter of
all generated drops to examine the ability of drops to disseminate ascospores and conidia. This
information will help determine the significance of rain splash in the delivery of inoculum to wheat
heads and will add to our basic understanding of inoculum dispersal in a wheat canopy. Additonally, we
anticipate the next generation of FHB forecasting models to be ready for evaluation in 2003 growing
season. Moreover, we plan to work with Dr. Erick De Wolf and meterologists at Penn State University
to develop the infrastructure to improve the efficiency of model implementation and extend the domain
of model delivery to a regional level.
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